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Fisher price garage 1970

#930プレイファミリーアクションガレージ年作り: Fisher Price Toy Division 7: Playset 1970-1985 Aisle A: Original Little People Big Photo Bigger Photo Description: Action Garage has completed the Little People triangle. The triangle also included #952 House and #915 Farm. A set of garages, houses and farms are proving perennial favorites after 30 years. The garage's long-
standing popularity was more impressive given how few accessories it had - only nine, the fewest pieces included in any large base-oriented playset. After 15 years of little change#930はプレイファミリーガレージ #2504 redesigned and experienced several identity crises over the next five years. The base itself is a three-story parking lot with a Masonerit base, white lamps and a
three-story elevator. The elevator is operated by a crank on the side, and the bell rings as the elevator moves up and down. When the garage set was first introduced, it was sold in cardboard service vans for storing accessories. The van was designed like a storage silo used in the #915 farm, but the cardboard box was decommissioned shortly after introduction because it was not
close to a sturdy location. There is another small rectangular box sold in this set, plain cardboard with a red print on the side. Fisher Price may have replaced the cardboard service van with a small cardboard box for a short time. Neither the van nor the small box were mentioned in the dealer catalog, but both are very rare and are much harder pieces to find on this set.
Accessories: Keep in mind that the accessories below are the accessories listed in the Fisher Price catalog. Fisher Price Dealer Catalog of 1970: B930A - Garage Base - Freesomate Base, white three-story elevator shaft, garage with white plastic lamp on back and side, etc., should be used only as a guideline. This base has a whitewashed arrow on a red upper deck spinner and
the whitewashed word STOP on a stop sign. FPT1018 - Green (dark green) service garage lift with red crank and red drive-on car lamp. When the crank is turned, the lift moves up and down with a ratchet sound. On the back of the lift is a red litso marked with the Fisher Price logo, 930, a yellow mop bucket and a light blue service machine. Four single seat cars with white base:
FPT883 - blue top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT885 - Green top, white base garage style car. The car is marked 'fp'
and 'Fisher Price Toys' on HOOD and has a gas hole on the backAnd it rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT887 - Red top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas
hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT889 - Yellow top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are
held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. 4 Original Little People figures. All the numbers have wooden bodies and wooden heads: ETWW - a yellow boy smiling with a red baseball cap forward. QRWW - Green boy with red hot stamp hair and belt rim raised around his waist. CUWW - Orange boy with red hot stamp hair. FGWW
- Blonde braids and blue girl. 1971-1972 Fisher Price Dealer Catalog: B930A - Garage Base - Freesomate Base, White 3-Story Elevator Shaft, Garage with White Plastic Lamp on Back and Side. This base has a whitewashed arrow on a red upper deck spinner and the whitewashed word STOP on a stop sign. FPT1018 - Green (dark green) service garage lift with red crank and
red drive-on car lamp. When the crank is turned, the lift moves up and down with a ratchet sound. On the back of the lift is a red litso marked with the Fisher Price logo, 930, a yellow mop bucket and a light blue service machine. Four single seat cars with white tops: FPT891 - white top, blue base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price
Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT893 - White top, green base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher
Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT895 - White top, red base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the
rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT897 - White top, yellow base garage style car. The car rolls with a black 7/8-inch dire wheel marked 'fp' and 'Fisher Price Toys' on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and markedToys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. 4 Original Little People
figures. All the numbers have wooden bodies and wooden heads: ERWW - yellow boys frowning with freckles and forward-facing red baseball caps. QRWW - Green boy with red hot stamp hair and belt rim raised around his waist. DLWW - Red African American boy with black heat stamp hair and belt rim raised around his waist. FGWW - Blonde braids and blue girl. 1973 Fisher
Price Dealer Catalog: B930A - Garage Base - Freemasonry base, white three-story elevator shaft, garage with white plastic lamps on the back and sides. This base has a whitewashed arrow on a red upper deck spinner and the whitewashed word STOP on a stop sign. FPT1018 - Green (dark green) service garage lift with red crank and red drive-on car lamp. When the crank is
turned, the lift moves up and down with a ratchet sound. On the back of the lift is a red litso marked with the Fisher Price logo, 930, a yellow mop bucket and a light blue service machine. Four single seat cars with white base: FPT883 - blue top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the
back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT885 - Green top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a
metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT887 - Red top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see
Variations below. FPT889 - Yellow top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. 4 Original Little People figures. Most numbers have
either a wooden body and a wooden head or a wooden body and a plastic head: ERWW or ERWP - a yellow boy frowning with freckles and a red baseball cap ahead. BNWP - Green boy with red hot stamp hair. ITWP - Red African American boy with black heat stamp hair. FGWW or FGWP - blue girl with blonde braids. 1974-1975 Fisher Price Dealer Catalog: B930A - Garage
Base - Masomaite Base, White 3-Story Elevator Shaft, Garage with White Plastic Lamp on BackSide. This base has a whitewashed arrow on a red upper deck spinner and the whitewashed word STOP on a stop sign. FPT1018 - Green (dark green) service garage lift with red crank and red drive-on car lamp. When the crank is turned, the lift moves up and down with a ratchet
sound. On the back of the lift is a red litso marked with the Fisher Price logo, 930, a yellow mop bucket and a light blue service machine. Four single seat cars with white base: FPT883 - blue top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The
wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT885 - Green top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the
car. * Please see Variations below. FPT887 - Red top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT889 - Yellow top, white base
garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. 4 Original Little People figures. All the figures have a wooden body and a plastic head or plastic body and
a plastic head: ERWP or ERPP - a yellow boy frowning with freckles and a red baseball cap ahead. BNWP or BNPP - a green boy with red heat stamp hair. ITWP or ITPP - Red African American boy with black heat stamp hair. FGWP or FGPP - blonde braids and blue girl. 1976-1979 Fisher Price Dealer Catalog: B930A - Garage Base - Freesomate Base, White 3-Story Elevator
Shaft, Garage with White Plastic Lamp on Back and Side. This base has a whitewashed arrow on a red upper deck spinner and the whitewashed word STOP on a stop sign. FPT1018 - Green (dark green) service garage lift with red crank and red drive-on car lamp. When the crank is turned, the lift moves up and down with a ratchet sound. On the back of the lift is a red litso
marked with the Fisher Price logo, 930, a yellow mop bucket and a light blue service machine. Four single seat cars with white base: FPT883 - blue top, white base garage style car. The car is marked 'fp' and 'Fisher Price Toys' on HOOD and has a gas hole on the backAnd it rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no
C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT885 - Green top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT887 -
Red top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT889 - Yellow top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia.
wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. 4 Original Little People figures. All the numbers have plastic bodies and plastic heads: ERPP - a yellow boy frowning with freckles and a red baseball cap
heading forward. BNPP - Green boy with red hot stamp hair. ITPP - Red African American boy with black heat stamp hair. FFPP - Blue girl with brown sculpture bob. 1980 Fisher Price Dealer Catalog: B930A - Garage Base - Masonic base, white three-story elevator shaft, garage with white plastic lamps on the back and sides. This base has a whitewashed arrow on a red upper
deck spinner and the whitewashed word STOP on a stop sign. FPT1018 - Green (dark green) service garage lift with red crank and red drive-on car lamp. When the crank is turned, the lift moves up and down with a ratchet sound. On the back of the lift is a red litso marked with the Fisher Price logo, 930, a yellow mop bucket and a light blue service machine. Four single seat cars
with white base: FPT884 - blue top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT886 - Green top, white base
garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT888 - Red top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice
Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel.Unmarked as FisherPrice Toys, they are held through a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT890 - Yellow top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls
with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. 4 Original Little People figures. All numbers have plastic bodies and plastic heads: 2 - ERPP each - a yellow boy frowning with freckles and a red baseball cap heading forward. ITPP - Red African
American boy with black heat stamp hair. FFPP - Blue girl with brown sculpture bob. 1981-1984 Fisher Price Dealer Catalog: B930A - Garage Base - Freesomate Base, White Three-Story Elevator Shaft, Garage with White Plastic Lamp on Back and Side. This base has a whitewashed arrow on a red upper deck spinner and the whitewashed word STOP on a stop sign. FPT1018 -
Green (dark green) service garage lift with red crank and red drive-on car lamp. When the crank is turned, the lift moves up and down with a ratchet sound. On the back of the lift is a red litso marked with the Fisher Price logo, 930, a yellow mop bucket and a light blue service machine. Four single seat cars with white base: FPT884 - blue top, white base garage style car. The car
is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT886 - Green top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a
gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT888 - Red top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-
inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT890 - Yellow top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher
Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. 4 Original Little People figures. All the numbers have plastic bodies and plastic heads: ERPP - a yellow boy frowning with freckles and a red baseball cap heading forward. BNPP - Green boy with red hot stamp hair. ITPP - Red African AmericanWith black hot-marked
hair. FFPP - Blue girl with brown sculpture bob. 1985 Fisher Price Dealer Catalog: B930B - Garage Base - Freesomate Base, White 3-Story Elevator Shaft, Garage with White Plastic Lamp on Back and Side. The base has no whitewashed arrows on the red upper deck spinner or the whitewashed word STOP on the stop sign. FPT1018 - Green (dark green) service garage lift with
red crank and red drive-on car lamp. When the crank is turned, the lift moves up and down with a ratchet sound. On the back of the lift is a red litso marked with the Fisher Price logo, 930, a yellow mop bucket and a light blue service machine. Four single seat cars with white base: FPT884 - blue top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by
HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT886 - Green top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls
with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT888 - Red top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not
marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. FPT890 - Yellow top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal
axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. * Please see Variations below. 4 Original Little People figures. All the numbers have plastic bodies and plastic heads: ERPP - a yellow boy frowning with freckles and a red baseball cap heading forward. BNPP - Green boy with red hot stamp hair. ITPP - Red African American boy with black heat stamp hair. FFPP - Blue girl with
brown sculpture bob. Variations: Base variations: 1970-1984 - B930A - Garage base - Freesomate base, white three-story elevator shaft, garage with white plastic lamp on back and side. This base has a whitewashed arrow on a red upper deck spinner and the whitewashed word STOP on a stop sign. 1985 - B930B - Garage base - Freesomate base, white three-story elevator
shaft, garage with white plastic lamps on the back and sides. The base has no whitewashed arrows on the red upper deck spinner or the whitewashed word STOP on the stop sign. 1985 - B930C - 1985The base was also available without a whitewashed arrow on the spinner on the upper deck, but with the word STOP painted white on the stop sign. JMPP - Red African American
boys can also have red bodies of light or coral opposed to the middle red body. All year, the car came in a matching set of white tops and colored bottoms, or vice versa and four. The complete set must have a white top, or a white bottom, all four cars that are not mixed. Previous cars were marked Fisher-Price on wheels and later versions were unmarked. We don't know exactly
when this change was made, but it seems to have changed at the end of the 1970s. All possible car variants of this set are listed below: FPT883 - blue top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is
no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT884 - Blue top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT885 - Green top, white base garage style car.
The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT886 - Green top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a
black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT887 - Red top, white base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle.
There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT888 - Red top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT891 - White top, blue base garage style
car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT892 - White top, blue base garage style car. This car is marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, and there is a gas hole in the back
corner,Roll on black 7/8 die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT893 - White top, green base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a
metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT894 - White top, green base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT895 - White top, red base
garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT896 - White top, red base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner
and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT897 - White top, yellow base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by
a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT898 - White top, yellow base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT889 - Yellow top, white
base garage style car. The car rolls on a black 7/8dia. wheel marked fp and Fisher Price Toys on HOOD, with a gas hole in the back corner and marked Fisher Price Toys. The wheels are held by a metal axle. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. FPT890 - Yellow top, white base garage style car. The car is marked fp and FisherPrice Toys by HOOD, has a gas hole in the
back corner and rolls with a black 7/8-inch die wheel. The wheels are not marked Fisher Price Toys and are held by metal axles. There is no C-hook at the rear of the car. Other information: FPT22208 - Early in production, #930は上と側⾯に⾚と⻘のリソを持つ移動バンのような形をした段ボール箱で販売されました. Richo on the side of the box has the words play #930プレイ
ファミリーアクションガレージ and play. This box was decommissioned in the early 70s, but we don't know exactly when. WFL: 07-AE-01-0-A Sometime in the mean timeThis set was sold in a small rectangular cardboard box with a red print on the side. Fisher PricePlay Family Action Garage Play Parts #930 Enclosed, the words line up. This is not the same as the cardboard
box moving van described above. 1970-1981 - This set was sold in 17-1/2 long, 11 high, 15-1/2 deep boxes. 1982-1983 - This set was sold in 19-3/8 long, 16 high, 11-3/8 deep boxes. 1984 - This set was sold in boxes 18-7/8 long, 15-3/4 higher, 11-1/8 deep. 1985 - This set was sold in boxes 19 inches long, 15-7/8 high and 11-1/4 deep. This set may also be called a parking ramp
- service center (which is what Richo on the front says). The Little People Garage Set was reissued #2504 in 1986 as The Play Family Garage. If you have any information or details about this toy that are not listed above, please contact us by email. Thanks! This old toy fisherman price This old toy fisherman price Send us an email with the price of this old toy: info@thisoldtoy.com
Copyright©1998 - This old toy. All right reservations. This Old Toy is not affiliated with Mattel/FisherPrice or its subsidiaries. Subsidiary.
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